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PREFACE

This work concerns a finding in "Satellite Thermal Pattern of Geophysical Processes",

which could be well to understood as "one of the possible physical processes" when we

look at what is described in the "Stefan-Boltzmann's radiation theory".

The author has had continued his research work for updating "monitoring satellite

hermal pattern on the sea surface".

This work is a part of the contributions in relation to a research project started at

"Kyoto University". The author has had continued the research even after retirement

of his official position in Kyoto University.

This work was first aimed to research for national project just after 1945.

Professors Shoitiro Hayami and Denzaburo Miyadi at Faculty of Science had take

part of "Geophysical and Biological sections" of the research project in order to help

for the national projects of "natural hazards", especially, of "Typhoon Hazards" and

"Seismic Hazards including Tsunami Hazards" and of "Sustainable Food Supply".

Professors concentrated first for the urgent r!quested research works. That is to say,

Profesor Hayami had engaged to a research on "ocean currents in coastal zone", and

Professor Miyadi had engaged to a reearch on "primary product of marine life".

It was the initial stage of the satellite launching at that time in the world. In order

to win the race to launch the first satellite, a heavy stress had been on the shoulders

of the scientists to launch by the USA orland Russia (at that time, the USSR).

At present, as every one knows well, there are many kinds of satellites in operation

for various kinds of purpose.

Here, the author has utilized the satellite data directly receiving satellite signal at

just passing above a settled station and by using an antenna and software-processing

on a personal computer in order to real-time monitoring.

The project requested to the author to promote the research work in order to find

what is a way to find a relation between the past ocean data in-situ and the satellite

data of the ocean surface.

Now, this work is simply a part of the above noted project. With the time elapse,

our research has been promoted to have an advanced knowledge. Nevvertheless, there

have been left many problems to be solved for a long time.

The author feels this work as a fruit which as obtained for finding a key for us,

though there had been an ambiguity at utilizing the satellite data for geophysical use.

The author appreciates for the NOAA's agreement and the JMA's permission and

the related functions.

2008 July 4

Shigebisa Nakamura
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MONITORING OF SATELLITE THERMAL PLATEAU IN RELATION TO

CONCENTRATION OF INFRARED BEAMS OUT OF

SEA SURFACE WAVES

S.Nakamura

Kyoto University, Japan

Abstract- In order to have a physical understanding of a satellite thermal plateau

found on the sea surface at a satellite monitoring, a model of an infrared beam

concentration at a satellite out of the water wave facet on the sea surface.

In order to have a physical understand a satellite thermal plateau found on the sea

surface at a satellite monitoring, a model of an infrared beam concentration at the

satellite out of water surface wave facet is introduced in this work.

A problem is on a satellite detected some be2!m concentrating infrared beams out of

a sea surface water wave facet. Assuming that the sea surface could be taken as a

black body in a scope of thermodynamics to radiate a flux of some infrared beams,

a sensor of the satellite might detect an anomalous signal. The interested beam could

form a caustic (or a focus) at the sensor as an effect of a specific concave wave facet

on the sea water surface when each beam is radiated normal to the sea water surface.

Thermodynamics tells us that a radiation follows the Stefan-Boltsmann's law, so that,

the relation between an integrated intensity B of the radiation and the water surface

temperature T (in Kelvin unit) is well formulated to show the following relation for a

mall variations of dB and dT, as follows:

dBIB = 4dTIT ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••(1)

This relation is independent of any frequency of the interested infrared beam radiated

out of the sea surface as a black body.

When beams out of the sea surface water wave facet form a focusing point at the

sensor mounted on a satellite, the value of dB should be infinity so that the value of t

he dT is also infinity. In this case, the distance between the sensor mounted on the sat

ellite and the wave facet is same to the altitude of the satellite above the sea surface.

When the beams form a caustic to hit the interested sensor of the satellite, and the

value of dT is observed on a sea surface thermal pattern after a satellite monitoring,

a degree of the caustic for the concentration of the infrared beams can be evaluated.

When dT = 5K and T = 273K, then, we have 0.018 as dTIT. This evaluation may be

a helpful result that the value 0.018 by part could be caused the existence of the wave

facets which are always found on the sea water surface. Anyone of the facets should
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be concave upward. Then, this may give us an understanding of a discrepancy on the

sea surface thermal pattern with a temperature parameter after the satellite monitoring

of a local sea surface thermal pattern. This may a suggesting for adjusting the thermal

pattern obtained after the satellite minitoring system since the starting date of satellite

monitoring. The author unfortunately such a thermodynamical understanding has never

been payed for attention at the correction of the sea surface thermal pattern obtained

by the satellite monitoring.

When dT = 30K, the evaluated value of dTIT is approximately 0.0989 which means

the radius of the water surface curvature is near tothe altitude of the satellite above

the sea surface. This case is occasionally found under some conditions of the conditions

related to meteorology on the interested sea surface.

For example, this case appears in the coastal zone in the northwestern Pacific. The

thermal pattern of the sea surface looks like to be a thermal plateau when a distant

storm in the subtropical zone is seen and the storm generated disturbances in form of

the sea surface water waves are propagating out of the storm area to hit the coastal

zone. This thermal plateau is found just under~a foot print of a satellite with a clear

sky condition. An uniformly atmospheric condition could be similar to find the storm

induced sea surface waves on the apparently high temperature field taken to be as a

thermal plateau. In the northwestern Pacific, the existence of the typhoon is effective.

The other case is for the cold season in the specific monsoon area. In winter of

the northern hemisphere, a developing cold front of the atmosphere near the ground

surface could be the most effective at finding the thermal plateau in the coastal zone

in the northwestern Pacific.

With the above noted result, we should not yet take it as a convenient way for a

detecting the sea surface wave field. At present, there are several factors controlling

this appearance, and this problem has to be studied for a practical application to a

demonstration of where the thermal plateau is appeared and of how about extent is

possible to see a wave field by the satellite monitoring.
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MONITORING SATELLITE THERMAL PINNACLE IN RELATION TO

SPACIAL SPECTRUM OF SEA SURFACE WAVES

S.Nakamura

Kyoto University, Japan

Abstract- In order to realize a satellite thermal pinnacle and a satellite thermal

Plateau found on the sea surface, a simple model of an infrared radiation out of

the water wave facet on the sea water surface is introduced.

In order to realize a satellite thermal pinnacle and a satellite thermal plateau found

on the sea surface, a model of an infrared radiation out of water surface wave facet

is introduced in this work.

First, a frame of a modeling in this work is introduced. When a flat sea surface is

on the co-ordinate x horizontally, a position of ! satellite above the sea surface can be

expressed as (x, z)=(O, H) in the orthogonal system of the co-ordinates with the axis z

for the axis to be positive upward. In this work, for convenience, a two dimensional

problem is considered. This frame can be taken as an approximation at considering a

small sea area under a satellite in a polar orbital motion, then, it can be taken to be

acceptable to consider one pixel size of 4km square in a satellite thermal pattern to be

a flat plane in the foot print comparing to the radius of the Earth. If the sea surface

on the earth everywhere could be taken to be as a black body, then, it can be a case

of thermodynamics which tells us a radiation out of the sea surface as a beam of an

electromagnetic wave in the infrared band.

When a sensor mounted on the satellite is directed vertically downward, the sensor

detects the beam radiated vertically out of the flat sea surface.

Assuming an arbitrary function of the sea surface,

F=F(x, Z; t), ••.•.•••.••••.•.•••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•••••..••••.•...•••.••••••••••• (1)

then,

H = H cos 9 + F, for x = x, at an arbitrary time t. •.•.••.••••••••••• (2)

This could be a most simplified model of a satellite thermal pinnacle.

As the tangent of F for the position (X, Z) = (x, z) at time t is to be F'= aFI ax,

the orthogonal of the tangent is described as

(Z--z) = -(11F') (X- x). ••••••• •••••••••••••• •••••••••• •••••• •••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••• (3)
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This normal line is taken to be corresponding to the direction of the beam radiated at

(x, z). When this normal line hits the point (X, Z)=(O, H),the sensor catches the beam

as a signal from the sea surface. At any other cases of Z=I= H, the hitting beam can

not be expected. When this pattern can be taken as a model for a beam radiated out

of the sea surface, the beam can be found only at a single pixel in a thermal pattern

which was reduced after directly receiving of an interested satellite's signals related to

the sea surface thermal pattern.

The function F introduced above can be transformed mathematically to express it in

a form of spectral function S s =S s ( Cl>; t) at a fixed position x; That is,

00

Ss = J F(x, z; t) exp(iCl>t) dCl>, ••.•..•.••.•••••••••...••••••••••••••••••••••••. (4)

o

where, the notation Cl> is for frequency•.

This spectral expression has been widely used for studying wave developing process

at a fixed position at a time t. Though, this spectral form is not effective for a spacial

pattern of the waves or of a wave facet on the sea surface.

Then, it should be introduced a spacial spectral function S, which is expressed as

S = S(k; t), at t = t,

and, introducing a notation k for wave number,

Then,

00

S = JF(x, Z; t) exp(ikx) dk,

o

00

F = J S(k; t) exp(-ikx) dx,

o

at t = t, (5)

at t = t. .. (6)

Substituting (6) into (3), it is obtained that

00

J -1
(Z - z) = (X - x) aI ax[ S(k; t) exp(-ikx) dx) •

o

12
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Wben tbis normal line to tbe tangent at (x, z) bits tbe position (x, z) = (0, H),

00

J -1
(Z - H) = (X) aI ax[ S(k; t) exp(ikx) dx} •

o
................... (8)

This sbows a single beam hitting at the point (x, z) = (0, H) for an arbitrary form of

tbe spectral function S(k; t).

When this is taken as a model for a infrared beam radiated to' hit at a sensor for tbe

sea surface thermal pattern, a single pixel in a sea surface tbermal pattern could be as

a tbermal pinnacle of an impulse form. Nevertbeless, tbis model is hard to be even a

simplified model for belp to see anyone of the sea surface thermal pinnacles actually

found in the satellite sea surface thermal pattern.

Following what tells us the geomery for. a plane!. the radius of curvature in tbis work

is for tbe wave facet on tbe sea surface. Tbat is, expressed as follows referring to the

sensor's position (x, z) = (0, H) wbicb stated above. Tben,

(llR) = (dO Ids), (9)

wbere, tbe notation R is tbe radius of curvature of tbe wave facet, and the notation

de is for tbe angle lengtb of tbe wave facet at tbe sensor. The length segment ds is;

2 2 2
(ds) = (dx) + (dz) , (10)

where, dz and dx are for the wave facet at the position (X, Z). The relation of X and

Z is described as sbown in a form of (8).

Witb what tbe author has studied above, The relation between X and Z is obtained in

a simple form, and spacial spectral function at a time t is a function of wave number

k in this case. Tbence, the expression (8) should be rewritten for the problem on tbe

energy flux or energy transfer of the beam out of the facet concentrates just near at

the sensor where the beam is focusing as an electromagnetic wave with a consideration.

The factor of interferometry is simply effective at decaying of the beam intensity, tben,

the autbor considers that this interferometry problem is outide of this work. The SAR

system (Synthetic Aperture Rader) is for a faint thermal difference so that the author

takes it also outside of his interest in tbis work.
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MOliltoria. e' SateUite nenaa' Patela Feraed by A Wave Facet
Oeeu Sarfaee Water Way.

&Nab.an
Kyoto University, Japan

Abs1:l'8ct- In a case of monitoring a satelli1e thermal patch. frequendy found a wave facets

on the sea surface. Assuming a concave facet of a part of the sea surface waves, a simple

model is introduced in order to realize that the facet acts a infraRd· beam out of the ocean

surface as a black body. Supporting satellite thermal pattems has been obtained by a direct

receiving of the satellite sisnaJs. A note is given in relation to spacial spectrum of the sea

surface waves.

Key words: Satellite monitorins. itmared radiation. tbermal patch. water surface waves.

Introduction

In 8 case of monitoring a satenite thennal pateb wbieb is reduced from 8 satenite signal

of a inftaRd band directly received at a station settled on the coast fac~ the ocoam. it is

ftequently found 8 set of concave wave facets on the sea surface is formed by a coupling

of the two water waves. When several conditions are satisfied. the wave facet on the sea

surface can be a radiator of infrared beam out of the ocean as a black body. 1'ho beam is

possible to have a radius of~ approximately same to the distance between the sea

surface of the Jnterested area and the sensor mounted on a satellite.

In this work. a satellite thermal patch problem is concentrated to one case of couplins

oeean mace wave facet which bas a focusing point or a eausties formation of the inftIrcd
beam out of the wave just neisbbor the satellite.

Supporting satellite thermal patterns has been obtained by a directly receiviDa of satellite

sipals at a station settled on the coast facing the ocean.

Assumption of Ocean Surface Waves

In order to realize a satellite thermal patch. It is assumed that an ocean surface water

wave for convenience.

When an arbitrary tefoOlence is taken in a Cartesian co-ordinates ~ the still sea surface
as a horizontal plane, it can be assumed to have the x and y eo-ordinates on the plane and
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the z axis as vertical upward positive.

Then. it is possible to consider a coupling of two water surface waves to form a set of

two waves crossins each OCher on the sea surface.

Now. the radiation beam out of the ocean surface as the black body can concentrate at

a thermal sensor mmmted on an interested satellite. And tbon, the beiaht or altitude of the

satellite above the reference H is given and the sensor axis 8 referring to the vertical for

a plane wave F=F(x; 0, sa follows cf. Figure I),

H H cos 6 + F. . ' (1)

A simplest model of the wave facet as a part of the sea surface wave is to consider a

water surfaee wave propapting only along or parallel to the x axis. Tho effect of the wave

facet's curvature is expressed by the derivative of x for a function of the sea surface F'.

Tbatis,

(Z - z) .. -[l/(F')] (X "7" x), '" '" .. , (2)

when F-F(x; t). and the orthogonal of the tangent F at ex. Z)-(x. z) is given.

In the expression of (2), the function F can be written in a form of a speetral fbnction.

For example, a Fourier transfOrm of F at t=t can be written by a function S as follow;

00

S = SF exp(-ikx) dx '" , , '" (3)
-00

At considering Ii coupled .effect of two crossing waves, it can be seen that the effective

concentrated beam ccmdition at the sensor of the satellite have to be satisfied the followin

g relation, i.e.,

(Z - z) - [11(0')] (Y - y). .. (4)

when G-G(y; t), and the orthogonal of the tangent 0' at (Y, Z)-(y, z).

Physical B8ct Ground of ModeJiDS

We have a systematic net work of the ocean in a global scale formed by the nations in

order to monitor directly continuously by using the research vessels, ships and boats under

an international co-operative operation projects.

The scientific oceatI08f8Pbers have learned about the ocean surface waves for more than
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one hundred years by this time. On the other band. the field of "Hydrodynamics" has a

tbeorotical knowledae about the water surface waves in the deep or sbaltow waters. This

knowledge helps us to understand what is processes of the water surface waves in the sea.

This lead us to consider a concave facet of the sea surface waves which can radiate a

infrared beam out of the ocean as a black body. That is, i.e., the ocean surface is assume

as a radiator of infrared beam.

When all of the~ beams out of a concave facet of the interested water surface
waves c:onc:eutrIdeS at the sensor mounted on a satellite, the seasor on the satellite finds a

c:oncentrated beam signal to reduce an apparently biah tem:pelature on the sea surface.

The satellite monitored beam signal and an anomary of the sea surfac;e temperature ca be

well related at an applying Stefan-Boltzmann's criteria for a black body problem.

In this work, what is important is the fonowing relation between total radiation intensity

B and surface temperature T of a considering black body, i.e.,

B ,. t1 r, ., '" ' , (5)

Where, 1be notation t1 is a constant.

The following expressial can be obtained what relation is between dB and dT;

dBIB 4dTfT. . : (6)

What above noted is useful for the author's model introducing in~ work.

There have been obtained sevcnl monitored sea surface thermal patters at a station on
tho cout facing tho ocean. 'Ibis station can only receive tho satellite thermal signal at the

time of the paSS8F above the station on the polar orbit. Nevertheles, we have no data of

the· sea surface temperature at that time though a series of the routine observations gives

us a collection of the directly observed result during the time period covering tbat time.

At present, it should be referred to the available data. In future, a data obtained by a

more adanced technique. If so, we may expect a much more advanced refmmce might be

taken as a ref'eratee.

Apparent Anomaly of Sea Surface tempel8ture

In this work, the author introcIuce5 a model for a concave facet CJO the sea surface. This

concave facet can be a part of the sea surface water waves. Asssuming the ocean surface

17



IS a black body, the facet can be a in1iared beam radiator which has a focus just noigbhor

the sensor mounted on the interested satellite. When the conceutrated infrared beam out of
the facet with its focus just neipbor the satellite. the concentrated beam is related well

related to an apparently bi8h temperature which looked as an anomary in a thermal pattern

OIl the sea surface. Then, this work tells that the concentration of the infrared beam out

of the water surface wave is effectively controlled by the function F lII1d G. In other word,

the interested spectral pattern for the function F and G governs the curvature of the facet
with a concave shape as a part of the sea surfaee waves.

Conclusions

The author notes what effect of a COIlcave facet of the sea surface waves is. For this
purpose. a simple model is introduced with some assumptions. The ocean surface is taken

as a black body radiating infrared beam. The satellite polar orbital track hit just neighbor

the focus of the facet of the sea surface. waves. The curvature of a concave wave facet in
a pert of the sea sur6lce waves can be described·~ a spacial derivative of the fwlction

F expressing the sea surface pattern. Then. it can be seen that the spectral pattern of the
sea surface waves caDtrols the wave facet's normal line to hit the satellite located neer the

focus of tho wave facet.. With the coosidoration of the curvatu.re of the facet, the model
in this work can be expressed by an application of Stefan-Boltmlann's criteria. That is,

the infnnd beam concentration controls the anomaly of the sea~ temperature in the

satellite thermal pattern reciueed from the directly monitored at a station on the couto

.................................................................................
(Prepared for PIERS20082008 in Hanphou - ]

(Topid#22ISession lnfo~ Remote Sensing of the eartbIMonitoring earth surface]

[Text- for extended Paper - Four Sheets submitted in a file I ···/PDF]
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Figure I Model for concave facet of sea surface water wave (ds) and

position of a satellite (R).

1) Inset A for a point black body,

2) Inset B for a flat surface of the black body,

3) Main frame C for ooncave facet of sea surface water wave.
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Moaitoriag of sateBite Thermal Patch oa tile Oeeaa Surfaee
Geaented by StroBl Wiad BuratioB ia Mid-Night

S.Naka••ra

Kyoto University, JlIp8I1

Abstract - This work concerns moni1oring thermal plateau on the ocean surface generated

by a strong wind duration in mid-nigbt time of a cold season. This problem was nUsed

fltSt at a satellite thermal monitoring of a data set directly received sipals ill the satellite

pessina time just above the station of a system for receiving the satellite signal directly.

There bas been introduced a physical model for our understanding of a thermal hiah in a

part of the reduced thermal p8ltem. ~ ,author bas considered to introduce an application

of Stefan-Boltzmann's criteria for a reasonable model with a radiation of an infrared beam

out of the eanb's surface.

Koywords: Satellite monitoring, infrared radiation, strong winds. water surface waves.

Introduction

A problem of a satellite tbermal patch on the earth surface is introduced, especially, on

the sea surface. One of the effective. monitorina techniques is a satellite 1hmnal monitoring

of the earth's surface by using a polar orbital satellite. It seems in the author's understand

that the recent scientific researches are strongly concentrated for the global processes of the

earth', natural environmental factors as well as of the artificial factors reduced referring to

the sateDite monitored data set in a scale of a month or a year for "Climate Change".

For these twenty years, the author has reported about a sporadic satellite thermal pattern

on the earth which have bad been monitored by a simple system for receiving signals from

a satellite directly at a station settled on the earth's surface.

Thermal pattan OIl the Sea Surface

In this work, the author introduces what had been found on the tbermal patterns of the

earth's surfaee which have been reduced by processing the satellite signal directly received.

Referring the data set of the earth~s surface thermal pattern covering the station settled

on the coast facing on the northwestern Pacific, it is easily found some apparently abnormal

Ii f - (
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high temperature in some thermal pattern. The pattern bas bad been rnonitonld even at a

normal operation of the system.

Modeling and Stefan~Boltzmann'sCriteria

Tho author bas coosidered that there might be some physical conditions for reducing a

patch of an apparently high temperature on the earth's surface in a thermal pattern reduced

out of the directly received satellite signalsprocessina.

The author here introduces a physical model for realizing these~ patterns. These
thermal patterns _ for example. thermal pinnacle. thermal p1atllau and thermal basin.

Briefly, an application of Stefan.Boltzmann's theoretical criteria for electromagnetic beam

radiation out of a black body is introduced in order to demonstrate that this criteria can be

helpful at physical understmtding of the thermal pettem on the earth surfaee.

The applicatiOl'l of Stefan-Boltzman's .criteria for the ccosiderina thermal pattern should

be effective for the earth's surface to be assumed as a black body, when a coupled effect

of a concave earth's surface which concentrates ~ beam radiation out of the earth surface,

i.e., the sea surface or the land surface at a sensor mounted on a satellite.

Reflection of the solar beam in the infrared band out of the earth is effective for this

work. and the beam in the viSible band is not eff09tivo in fact.

Stefan~Bo1tzmann 's Criteria for Radiation

When the earth's surface can be assumed to be a black body, the surface of the black

body radiates a e1ectromagnetic radiation beam normal to the surface.

An application of Kirchhoff's physical criteria for radiation is helpful us to realize the

model at our physically reasonable undastand.

Planck's radiation law tells us that several physical factors help to formulate the law to

describe the relation between the intensity of radiation out of the black body's surface in

a unit time for a unit area. Tbc specific factors are P1aPclt's constant h. propagation speed

c of electromagnetic ray as a wave, Boltzmann constant k and absolute temperature T of

tho black body. Then, Planck's formula gives a relation for a interested wave length ..t of

the wave length and the radiation intensity Bt. that is,

....................................................(1)

FI .. [be(..t IeTrl
] : (2)
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Total I'Idiation intensity B is obtained by integration of Bl for 0> A. <00.

Considerins A. '\I'" c(the notation '\I is frequency of the interested beam), total radiation

flux B is obtained as follow~

•
B = 7t B. = (J r , '" (3)

This relation of B and T is called as Stefan-Boltzmann's law for what the author i.nteRIsted

in is simply expressed as noted above pI'OCfSSS, the relation of BandT is written a simple

form.

Now, for the author's interested problem. what is important is to know a' relation of dB

and dT. This relation can be reduced easily and written as,

dBIB - 4dTrr . . , (4)

Concave FIICet of Sea Surface Wa~

On the oeean(Oxy), it is observe usually a complicate form of the sea surface waves.

Assuming an Ifbitnry function of the sea surf~ at time t as,

F F(x. y; t), '" ., : (S)

where, the sea surface height above a reference is expressed by the notation z.

~ a mad1ematical manipulation ~ves what the author aimed to get the spec1ral form.

Assuming a Fourier transform .of the Function F, as written following form.

F - F~x. kX; t) F~~ Icy; t)~ (6)

with wave number kx and Icy for the x and y component respectively. and,

00 00

[Sx. 5,.].. J Fs<x. lex; t) exp(ikJ dx J Fy(y. Icy; t) exp(iky) dy. .. (7)

o 0

Then. the spectral expression S of the sea surface pattern can be described. ie.,

00 00

S - J J s..<x. kx; t) Sy(Y. ky; ·t) exp{-ikJ exp(-ik,) dx dy,. at t .. t ......(8)

o 0
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Now. the radiation beam out of the black body as the ocean surface can concentrate at

a thermal sensor for the infi'anld bind. wben the height of the satelliUl above the reference

H is given and the sensor axis angle is 6 and F-F(x.; t) tor a plane wave.

H := H cosO + F '" , '" '" (9)

Considering • radius of geometrical curvat:l1re for a concave sea surface facet as a part

of the intorested sea surface water waves in the thermal pattern, here. the concave meet of

the sea surface at (x, z) in an ortbosooal frame of OZX can be expressed as a function of

F (writing Fa aFI ax), and can be expressed in the frame of OZX as followina:

~

(Z - z) - - [lI(F'») [X - xl (10)

for a simplest case of F .. F(x.; t) instead of the case of (5).

This helps us to reali2le that a concave. facet .of sea surface water wave is effective to

concentrate the infrared beam mdiated out of the ..seIt surface as a black body at the sensor

mounted 00 the satellite.

This concave wave facet was introduced first for a pixel at a thermal pinnacle. Thermal

patch group in a satellite tlMirmaJ pattern is found as a thermal plateau or a thermal basin

in a satellite thermal pattern under a natural condition.

Monitored Thermal Patterns

Now, the author introduces. an example of the sea surface thermal patterns obtained by

the author's directly monitored sea surface thermal. patterns at the couple of the NOAA

satellite pessage above the JnODitorina station.

In Fipre I. the pattern at the top shows a thermal plateau (lOOe at "P") appeau:ed just

after the sea surface waves grown or matured after several hours strong winds. The sea

surface waves were generated by the wind effects on the sea surface water. In other words,

the winds caused to make an ensemble of the concave facets of the sea surface waves.

This must be a key to form a tbama1 plateau in the tbetmal pattern on the sea surface.
One of the thermal pinnacles was at the location of the red mark off the Offshore Tower

settled for the operation of Oceanographic Observation of Kyoto University.

A reference of the sea surface temperature 1SoC was obtained at "T". This is surely a

main cause to form the thermal plMeau even in the mid-night of the cold season.
As for the case shown at the top of Figure I, the relation dBlB-4dTtr is for dT=3o-lS

and T=273+1S, then, dBlB-4x(l51288)-O.208. This means that the~ rating of
the infrared beam out of the 0CCI8D surface is evaluated as 0.208, or that the value of the
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beam intaIsity exceeds as much as 0.208 than that of the reference. This means 1.208 time

at the sensor mounted on the satellite comparing to the beam intensity on the sea surface.
In the case of Figure I, decay of the sea surface water waves might be several hours.

Tho thermal pattern sown at the bottom is normal, so that the next satellite thermal pattern

in momios could be taken to be consistent to the sea surface temperatures observed by

the research ships in the interested ocean area.
In Figure 1, the atmospheric cooditioIlS on the sea surface were caused to find patches

of the thermal pattern ClIl the sea surface, even though it is understood that the 008St of the

northwestern Pacific can be demoDstrated as a tberma1 boundary in the thermal pattern of

the coastal zone.

The monitored satellite tbenna1 pattern after the direct receiving of the satellite signals

is one of the supportiDa example for the model introduced in this work. Even thouab. there

are left many problems to be solved at considcrina a more detailed evaluation of a thermal

pattern ClIl the sea surface in the shadow side zone as well as that in the swmy side zone.

The model supports well the satellite.thermal plateau under a condition of a strong wind

duration mid-niiht in cold season,. when the atmospheric column between the ocean surface
aDd the acmor mounted on the satellite. In this walk, 110 interest of polarity or interfozro.
metric poblem is far the beam radiated out of the ocean surface. The author bas taken

that polarity and interference as the minor factors of considered. Hence, no consideration is

in the sisbt of the author for a system or a problem as seen for SAR data.

Conclusions

Monitoring of satellite thermal~ especially a therma1p1ateau found mid-nigbt in, a

cold season is introduced. A .model introduced in this work is a model of radiation out of

the sea surface which is assumed as a black body with an assumed condition of curvature

of a eoncave wave facet on the sea surface water. Combined effect of radiation out of the

ocean and the wave facet curvature on the sea surface water, it easy to see that a satellite

thermal plateau monitored dinctly is well supported by the model even when the thermal

p1ateau is found under a coodition of a strong wind duration JDid-nisbt in cold season.

..............................................................................
[Prepared for PIERS2008 in H8Ilgzbou - 1
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Flanre 1 Sea surface tiler al patten. obtai ed by directly sateUite DODitorial.

Top: at O:W1-JST Oil 1996 December 19 (NOAA-14),

(allowing a thermal plateau of the beams in the infrared band].

Bottom: at 071o-.JST OD 1996 December 19 (NOAA-12).

(lbowl.1 a t.e...... pattern fo ad usuaUy iu the infrared band).

Note: t e local dme 1ST = GMT(1JT)+9 hours].
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Moaitaring of SateDite Thermal Buin in • Slope of MouDtain BaRge

&Nab_ura
Kyoto University, Japan

Abstract - A satellite monitoring of thermal pattern in a basin of a mountain rmse and its

model an introduced in order to show a thermal patch in the basin. In a scope of radiation

of infrared beam as a problem of thermodynamic process for the thermal patch found on

the land SUtface, a simple model is introduced with an assumption of the earth's surface

as a black body. This model helps us to see what physical factors can be effective for the
hot area of the patch in the thermal pattern directly monitored by the au1:hor.

- .
Keywords: Satellite monitoring, infrared radiation,.land surface, black body, thermal basin.

In order to realize a hot area of a patch in a basin on a slope of a mountain ntnso, a
simple model is introduced. This is raised by the author when he had been monitoring

a series of satellite thermal pattern on the land surface. A hot area in the interested basin
was once found in the thermal pattern found after processins the directly received signals

of a satellite. The author introduces a model for a radiation out of the land surface as a

black body. This m~l is supported ~ the monitored thermal pettem of the interested.
area.

Concept of Modeling

In this work the author notes on a problem of a satellite thermal basin in a slope of

mountain, especially. snow-eovered concave area in a basin on a slope of a mountain

range. The author has had his physical undcntandins of this apparently abnormal pattern.

In some other simit.. cases weR the thermal plateau and thermal pinnacle on the ocean

surface which had been nlduced after processing the author's directly received satellite

si.snaJs for monitoring the sea surface pattern. Then. the author has his idea to introduce

a model for a problem of infrared radiation out of a black body as the earth's surface.

The author unfortunately has never heard of any other scientific work related to this

problem in relation to thermodynamics of infrared radiation out of the~ as a black

body in order to realize any physical processes on the sea surface.

1
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Monitoring of Thermal Patch on Land

First, a model is introduced in a simple geometrical model for a basin in a slope

of mountain range. It is necessary to consider a combined effect of several factors which

are inftared radiation out of a slope of mountain range as an assumed black body. The

infrared l'IIdiation t:ransfers its energy as a form of radiated beam normal to the surface of

the model basin. When the beam. out of the 'basin concentrates just neighbor the thenna1

sensor mounted on a satellite with a polar orbit, the thermal pattern covering the area of

the interested basin shows an unexpected abnormal high temperature.

This abnormal hip temperature is a result of monitoring the thermal pattern on the land
and the ocean. As for the problems on the ocean, the author has bad reported and noted
by this time. These apparently abnormal thermal patterns must hlive been taken not to be

....' .

obtained under a correct operational condition. though the author has found that such the

thermal pettem bas been monitored under the n~ operation for the direct receiving of

the satellite signal at the station settled on the land just neighbor the ocean.

Radiation out of Black Body

For this problem. it is considered to be effective at understanding a thermal patch of

a b.ish temperature in a basin in a slope of mountain range on land. Then. an application
of the physical criteria for radiation could be introduced for the considering problem. That

is, an application of. Kirchhotrs law.

PlInck's radiation iaw tells liS that the intensity of radiation out of the surface of the

black body in a WIit time for a unit area is weD related to the factors. that is. Planck's
constant h-6.SSxlO·21 erssec. propaption speed of electromasnetic ray c as3xlO)O cmIsec,

Boltzmann constant k=1.37xlO·16 ergIdes. and the absolute temperature T of the interested

material of the black body. Then, Planck's fonnula for the interested I'IIdiation between the

intensity B, and wave length of radiation .t as follow;

B, "" [2hc2/.t 5] [(exp(F,) - I)-I] (1)

F1 = [he (.t kT)- 1] '" (2)

Total radiation intensity B is obtained by intesration 8) for O<.t <~. After integration,

It is reduced the following form with the relation .t 'V" C (where. 'V is frequency of the

2
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interested electromagnetic beam.

Then. total I'lIdia1 radiation flux B is described as

B - 1t B a'" (3)

This relation of BandT is called aeneraIly as Stefin-Boltzmann's law for what the

author interested in is expressed as B= a r with a =5.7OxlO·s ers/cm2Isec1deS.

Concentration of Beam

Then. the total radiation flux in the author's interest is proportioDal to r. and. then

an important relation is reduced as follows. i.e.,

- '
dBIJIo=o 4dTrr. . ; , (4)

This relation is independent of the wave length of .the- beam.

When the satellite monitored thermal pattern includes a hot area of 40°C (or 313K),

and the ambient area of OoC (or 273K). then, a numerical application of the above ease

is read as that "When dT-40Kand T-273K, then. dTlT<=O.l46, and dBIB-O.S84." This

means that the beam out of the interested basin concentrated at the rate of 0.584 at one

of the pixels in the directly monitored satellite thermal sea surface pattern.

In a case of the beam focusing at the sensor molD1ted on the satellite, it is evaluated

Numerically thouIb it is bard to realize under the natural state around the actual earth.

In this work. simply. the case of the satellite monitoring of the 'land surface but of any

area in the planetary Space.
This tbennal anomaly of 40K had been supported by the practical satellite monitoring

of the thermal pattern covering a snow covered basin in a slope of mountain ranse. when

the author has directly monitored the earth's surface to :find what noted fU'St under a

normal 'operation. One of the typical examples is shown in Fisure I, which was obtained

aft« processing the directly received signal of the satellite NOAA·14 at the time passq
the station on the coast facing the Pacific. At the same time. the signal for the visible

bend was processed to obtain simply to show a topographic pattern.

Specific Thermal Buin

The tbormal basin in a slope of a mountain range misbt have been taken as a thermal

pattern which should be skipped not to' be a normal result from a sate!lite signal, though

the author has shown a physical illustration of this thermal pattern as noted as above in

30
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this work. The model introduced here shows that this apperently abnormal high temperature

distribution in a part of a basin in a slope of mountain may appear as a thermal patch in

the satellite thermal monitoring of the infrared beam. This appanmt abmormal hot area is

outside of the scope of radiated beams' inteRferometric process. So that. for example, a

SAR(Side-Scan Aperture Rader) system might skip or kill III apparently stranae thermal

Pattern even though this infnnd thermal pattern out of the data set at monitoring by a

satellite or by an aicctaft oven 1bough what valuable information is in tho thermal pattern.

CoDclusicas

A simple model was introduced in order to have a physical understanding about what

was found durina the author's satellite thermal monitoring of the infrared beam. As for the

case of a thermal hot patch in a basin on a slope of a mountaiD ridge, the model is more_.' .

helpful for illustrating possible mechanism after iJatroducins a model of an infrared beam

radiated out of the land surface as a black body. Even in a case of a snow covered basin

as a hot patch in a satellite monitored tbe:rnW pattern; the model and the monitored result

is well supported each other to demonstrate both of them as the consistent illustration. For

practical applications, it is DeCCSsary to promote this work for a more advanced stage.

Lastly, the author has to exPress his appreciation as that this is a part of the extensive

contributions of the research project which started in Kyoto University.
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covered by IDOW .1Ieet, wldc:lI wa. obtained by .. directly
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(1) 'A hot lpot.. of 40~C ba tile thermal baat.. is at the location

of • reel trI......
(1) A thenlal b siD (ldaber tit.. 4CfC) II .bon by a white

.-eh oa land {fa the ....p of 20 to 4O'q.
(3) s.... 10 er th•• 2ffc {bI ).round ~ lalld is

partly covered by tile oads (black).
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